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Background of the HOHS Model

In August 2016, the Canadian Oil Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) hired SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc.
to develop a spreadsheet tool to allow for the evaluation of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, as well as
capital and operating costs, for hybrid ore handling systems (HOHS). Referred to as a GHG Performance
Model, it was accompanied with an instruction manual called the Hybrid Oil Sands Ore Handling
Alternatives: GHG Performance Model Manual.
COSIA requested that Peck Tech conduct a model review and provide an updated user model that
effectively guides a user through the model. The following guide takes a user through running a series of
scenarios and navigates the complexities to ensure a user can input all required information and QA/QC
the results. Furthermore, COSIA requested that Peck Tech provide recommendations to further improve
the model in the future.
Peck Tech was also requested to create a simplified version of a model that allows an external user to
run comparisons between scenarios for the mining component of the HOHS Model. This simplified model
is discussed in Section 7.6.

1.1

Model Overview

When opening the model, there are a series of worksheets. The first worksheet is labelled the Preface,
which provides a table of contents for the model.
Tab Colour

Breakdown

Description

Green

Model Outputs

These worksheets provide all the
summary outputs of the model.

Purple

User Input

The user will input all the information of
the base case in these worksheets and
then will run scenarios.

Blue

Calculations

These worksheets run the calculations for
the model by pulling the user inputs from
the purple worksheets, and the constants
in the beige worksheets. The user does
not work in this area when building the
base case and scenarios, however they
are important for the QA/QC’ing of the
model.

Beige

1.2

Constants

These worksheets provide all the fields
that the model draws on for the
calculations. The inputs in these tabs
have been pre-set by SRK, but they can
be updated for site specific data if required
by a user.

Getting Started

This manual will guide the user through the model by first focusing on establishing a Base Case. The
Base Case should be a current mine plan, allowing the user to test the model results and ensure that the
set up is accurate and represents the operation correctly. Once the Base Case is inputted into the model,
running hybrid material handling systems will be quick and efficient, and will ensure more confidence in
the results.
Prior to starting in the excel model, it is recommended that the user draw a schematic of the Base Case,
including all the material handling components with distances and tonnages.
The model allows the user to run a base case and compare it to hybrid systems to understand the
impacts on capital expenditure (capex), operational expenditure (opex) and green house gas emissions
(GHGs). The hybrid systems will be calculated based on the same mine schedule as the base case. The
model relies on the user to validate many of the inputs, and this manual attempts to step the user through
the key areas.
Further to capex, opex and GHG’s comparisons between hybrid systems, the model also allows the user
to run scenarios for different economic variables; grid source, cost of energy products, carbon levy and
emission factors.

2

Model Configuration

The following worksheets will require input to set up the model with the base case:
1.
Control Panel – Input the number of mining areas and the material handling components that will
be modelled.
2.

Mining Schedule Inputs – Input the mine tonnages by year and by mining area.

3.
Mine_Config – Review this tab and ensure alignment with the operation (they are currently preset based on the SRK project work).
4.
Mobile_AConfig – This is where the details of the mobile equipment are inputted such as the haul
distances by year, grade, hauling equipment type etc.
5.

HOHS_AConfig – This is where the details of the material handling fixed equipment are inputted.

6.

Sustaining Capital – This is where the user can manually enter the sustaining capital costs.

2.1

Control Panel

Open up the model and go to the “User Input” area of the model (purple tabs) and click on “Control Panel”
and the following appears.

Steps 1 – Set mining areas as follows
Step 2 – Press “Set Mining Areas” which runs a macro for the model to set up correctly.

Step 3 – Name the HOHS System. Add Base Case as the name for HOHS_A.

Step 4 – Detail the material handling components included in the base case. Note that these represent
location. For example, in the base case there is one crusher location, with multiple crushers therefore 1
is inputted into the Crusher Station.

Step 5 – Set the Current Live HOHS system to “Base Case” so that the model is pulling the input
information from the base case into its calculations. The model is only able to calculate the results for
one system at a time.

2.2

Mining Schedule Inputs

Go to the next worksheet named “Mining Schedule Inputs”.
The user must manually input the mining schedule for each mining pit being included in the analysis of
the base case.
The model does not consider overburden, so this field can be left as it does not feed any calculations in
the model.

2.3

Mine Config

The worksheet Mine_Config contains all the mine parameters around the operation. The model has been
pre-populated with this information, but it is important that all the information be reviewed to ensure
alignment with site specific requirements.
Key information to validate include:

2.4

•

Labour Rates

•

Selection of Mobile Equipment as well as the initial fleet size.

•

Load factors for Support Equipment

Mobile_A Config

This input sheet is where all the information for loading, hauling and support equipment are inputted into
the model.
Note: The model is only set up for shovel and truck operation, therefore it is not possible to assess a fully
truckless solution where a shovel feeds a mobile crusher.
Step 1 – Ensure that you are working in the correct Mining Area. The mining schedule is pulled from the
Mine Schedule Input worksheet; however the user has the option to adjust ore characteristics for each
mining area.
Step 2 – Update the loading equipment. If the equipment type or class are not correct, the user must go
back to the Mine Config tab to update (located in Row 58).
Step 3 – Input the % of throughput between the loading equipment.

Step 4 – Update the haulage equipment. It is set up with the default equipment, which can be updated in
Mine Config (Row 58). For haulage, there is also the option to select an alternative truck that replaces
the default truck in the year selected by the user (this comes more into play when running scenarios and
the user wants to replace a truck with an autonomous truck in later years)
Step 5 – Input the details of the haulage routes. Haul routes can be set up in segments based on the
gradient of the route. A user can opt to just enter 1 segment with average distance and elevation,
however, if trolley systems will be assessed as a scenario later, it is recommended to break out the
segments for the base case.

Step 6 – Update the support equipment. If the default class is not correct for the selected mine area, then
it is possible to select a new one by the drop-down menu. There is also the option to select the NOH
basis to be applied for each support equipment.
Note: the load factors currently prepopulated in the model to calculate the NOH basis are incorrect. These
need to be reviewed by the project team to ensure they align to an operation.

Suggestion: Now that you have inputted all the information for the mobile equipment, proceed to
the Section 3, and QA/QC all the information for the mobile fleet before adding the material
handling equipment.

2.5

HOHS_A Config

This input sheet is where all the information related to the material handling equipment is inputted.
Step 1 – This worksheet contains input fields for the maximum numbers of the model and cumbersome to
work within. To facilitate the inputting, review what components are needed in the upper right table, and
then activate the Component drop down list (A13) and then check the components required.

Step 2 – Input crusher information (all beige fields). Its important to make sure the achieved capacity is
met (if it is not, E52 will state that there is not enough crushing capacity). The user has the option to select
different crusher sizes, replicate for redundancy as well as replicate for capacity. Depending on what the
user selects, the model will calculate how many units are required, and the resulting availability.

Step 3 – Conveyor Installation is where all the conveyor information from a crusher location to slurry prep
are inputted. These conveyors can be one conveyor or conveyors run in series, with the user needing to
input this in row 222. The model is pre-populated to show 1 conveyor in series.
The critical item is to ensure capacities are sufficient for the system. If it isn't met, L226 will state "insufficient
segment lines to match feeding capacity". The user will need to replicate for capacity and/or redundancy.
The model will then update to show how many conveyors in parallel are required for the tonnages.

Step 4 – Conveyor Corridors is where the user can input any shared conveyor corridors if there is more
than one conveyor installation.

Step 5 – Surge Facility is where the user inputs the type of surge facility, and whether it is relocated at any
point.

Step 6 – Surge Feed Transfer Conveyor is where the user inputs all the information related to the SFTC.
The format is similar to the Conveyor Installations except that there is an option to allocate a “portion to this
SFTC” (E960). This is when there is more that one SFTC leaving a Surge Facility.
If allocating a portion of feed between SFTC’s, its important to double check that the total equals 100% as
there is no error check in the model.
Step 7 SPP is where all the information related to the SPP is inputted. Similar to the other systems, however
it can only be replicated for redundancy, and a manual check is required to ensure the total installed
capacity meets the tonnages required annually. It is also possible for the user to update the % rejects if
required.

2.6

Sustaining Capital

The model has flexibility on how sustaining capital is included, which can be user input, uniform or
average life.
In the Mine_Config worksheet, the user defines how the model calculated sustaining capital for all mobile
and material handling equipment. If the user selects “user input”, then the sustaining costs are inputted
into this tab.
Note: The model only allows material handling equipment sustaining capital to be calculated by uniform or
user input. The uniform method applied a %capital across each year of operation (“OPP Data” column
T), however the information has not been populated into the model.

3

Model Input Validation

3.1

Results

Once all the input sheets are completed for the Base Case, navigate to the green worksheet area in the
model. Locate the Master Output Table and the Base Case results will be displayed in Row 2.
The model is live and continually updates as information is added. Therefore, anytime a change is made
in the inputs, the results will update in Row 2 or the Master Output Table. However, the results can be
copied and pasted (copy and paste special and select values) in one of the empty rows below so that a
user can track any impacts resulting from changes in inputs.
The user must review the model results and ensure the model aligns with the operation forecasts; and
carry out QA/QC of the inputs.

3.2

QA/QC of Model Inputs

The following table outlines the key areas to QA/QC in the model.

Master Output
Table
LoM CapEx
(Column AE)

Description

LoM OpEx (Column
AC)

Mobile
Equipment

Mobile
Equipment
Material
Handling

Material
Handling

Location
Initial units mobile fleet.
Equipment unit capital costs
HOHS_Config correctly reflects
whether components are existing or
not.
Equipment Unit Capital Cost
Labour rates for Equipment
Operators
Parts and Consumables ($/NOH)
Maintenance Labour (Hrs/NOH)
Time Usage Data
Fuel Consumption (l/NOH)
Power Consumption (kW)
Labour Rates for material handling
are on a per shift basis.
Labour rate for conveyors and
hydrotransport are on a per km basis
Parts and Consumables

Direct CO2
(Column R)
Indirect Cos
(Column S)

Parts and Consumables (conveyor
and hydrotransport)
Electricity Consumption
Electricity Consumption (conveyor
and hydrotransport)
Cost of Energy Products
Electricity Grid Source – the user can change the
mix of the grid source, and also add a % of site
generated electricity.

“Mine_Config” E60 to E100
“Mobile Equip Data” Column AM
“HOHS_Config”
“OPP Data” Column BF
“Mine_Config” D32-D46
“Mobile Equip Data” Column BP
“Mobile Equip Data” Column BQ
“Mobile Equip Data” Columns BE:BG
“Mobile Equip Data” Column BK
“Mobile Equip Data” Column BL
“OPP Data” Column BO for Operating
Labour per facility, and Column BP for
Maintenance Labour per facility.
“Conveyance Data” Column BL for
operating labour, and Column BM for
Maintenance Labour per facility.
Unit basis “OPP Data” column BM, and
Cost in column BN.
“Conveyance Data” Column BJ:BK.
“OPP Data” Column BC
“Conveyance Data” Column AZ:BC)
“Global Inputs” F81:F85
“Global Inputs” F36:F44
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Modelling HOHS Systems

Once the model has been configured with the Base Case, it is now time to start modelling new HOHS
systems. Prior to inputting any information into the model, it is recommended to draw out a schematic of
the system that will be inputted. There are three worksheets that will need inputting:
1. Control Panel
2. Mobile_Config
3. Mobile_Config
Some examples of what the model allows the user to do:
1. Trolley Systems –the user can select which segments to install trolley systems and in what year it is
implemented (mobile config worksheet)
2. Autonomous Haulage –the user can select autonomous equipment and select which year it is
implemented (mobile_config worksheet)
3. Move crusher locations – in HOHS_config, there is the ability to relocate the crusher, or install a new
crusher and conveyor (HOHS_Config worksheet) and change the haulage profile.
4. Conveyor types – in the HOHS_Config, the user can change the type of conveyors to look at
railveyors or different specifications of trough conveyors.

4.1

Control Panel

In the control panel, beside HOHS_B, select Create. This will run a macro that creates the input
worksheets: Mobile Config_B and HOHS_B Config. The created worksheets contain all the information
from the Base Case (Mobile Config A and HOHS_A Config. (Note: in subsequent systems that get
created, it is possible to create the new worksheet based on a different HOHS system (A,B,C etc). This is
helpful for situations where the user just wants to add a trolley system to an HOHS system that has
already been modelled. In this case, the user would go to the Create Based On (column P) and select
which HOHS system and then run the Create macro.
Once the worksheets are created, then scroll to the right and add the material handling components.

Also, change the Current Live HOHS to the system being inputted.

4.2

Mobile Config

The main areas that will be updated in this worksheet is related to hauling equipment if autonomy is being
modelled, or whether there are trolley lines being installed.
The haulage segments may also be updated if the crusher location is changing.

4.3

HOHS_Config

The main areas that will be updated in this worksheet are related to crushers, conveyors and conveyor
corridors and will depend on the system the user is modelling. There is flexibility to add redundancy,
change equipment sizes etc., however the user must ensure that the system meets the tonnage
requirements, similar to inputting the Base Case.

5

Model Calculations

The blue worksheets are where all the calculations of the model occur. The following outlines each of the
calculation worksheets to give the user an understanding of how the model processes data. Section 8
provides excel tips to allow the user to work through some of the complex formulas if they are wanting to
understand the background calculations better.

5.1

Operating Hours

This worksheet is unique to the other calculating worksheets, in that it does not update based on the Current
Live HOHS (Cell M5) set in the Control Panel. Rather, once an HOHS system is created in the Control
Panel the operating information is updated here. The Work Operating Time calculated for the mobile
equipment feeds into the replacement schedule for the mobile equipment in the CAPEX worksheets.

5.2

Current Mobile Config

This worksheet pulls the information from the Mobile_X Config worksheet (purple input worksheets) for the
Current Live HOHS (Cell M5) set in Control Panel.

5.3

Current HOHS Config

This worksheet pulls the information from the HOHS_X Config worksheet (purple input worksheets) for the
Current Live HOHS (Cell M5) set in Control Panel.

5.4

Railveyor Calcs

The worksheet contains the calculations used if a railveyor is selected as the conveyor type. A separate
worksheet is required for railveyors due to the added complexity of these systems. This worksheet also
draws on Railveyor Data, which is a hidden worksheet.

5.5

Mobile Time

This worksheet starts to pull information from Current_Mobile_Config and calculates the loading, haulage
and support equipment time. The loading and hauling times are calculated by first principles, where the
support equipment is calculated by the usage factor.

5.6

HOHS Time_Prod

This worksheet pulls information from the Current_HOHS_Config and summarizes the tonnages through
each component and provides an overall material balance.

5.7

Labour

This worksheet pulls the number of shifts from the Mobile Time and HOHS Time_Prod by equipment and
then calculates the labour costs. Maintenance labour is included based on an hrs/NOH basis. This feeds
into the opex worksheet.

5.8

Capex

This worksheet calculates the mobile capex based on the replacement schedules for each equipment type,
and then calculates the material handling capex based on the requirements inputted into HOHS_Config.

5.9

Opex

This worksheet calculates all operational costs including loading, maintenance, parts and consumables and
energy.

5.10

GHG

This worksheet calculates the GHG emissions using the Global Inputs worksheet and the energy
calculations from the Opex worksheet.

6

Running Economic Scenarios

The model has been configured based on default parameters for grid source, cost of energy products,
carbon levy and emission factors, that represent current market conditions.
However, if the user wants to look at scenarios where these change, the model provides flexibility in allowing
the user to adjust these.
The worksheets required to run a scenario include:
•

Control Panel

•

Global Inputs

Step 1 – Go to control panel and locate the Scenario Selector. Note that Default Parameters is highlighted.
This is because it is the Current Live Scenario (Cell M4). Scrolling down to row 38, the user can see the
default parameters.

Step 2 – Go to the Global Inputs worksheet to set up options for grid source, costs, carbon levy and emission
factors.

Grid Source – Row 33
The user can update up to 5 alternate mixes and can also update the GS_Base if required.

Cost of Energy Products – Row 78
The user can update up to 5 alternate cases, and can also update the E_Cost_Base if required.

Carbon Levy – Row 110
The user can add up to 4 alternative levy profiles, and update the 2017 and 2018 levies if required.

Emission Factors – Row 94
The user can add up to 5 alternative factors for emissions and update the default_emissions_base.

Step 3 – Return to Scenario Selector in Control Panel and add a scenario. This example shows a
scenario where the carbon levy will increase by $5 per ton.

Then scroll down to the Row 44 and enter in the details of this scenario. For this example, the default
parameters are in place for Year 1 and 2, and then in Year 3, the “+5 Increase” is selected.

Step 4 – the final step is to set the desired scenario to live, so that the model then uses the updated
economic variables for input. This is done by returning to the top of the Control Panel and selecting the
Current Live Scenario from the drop down menu.

7

Model Status

The model considers many facets of the operation, which in turn complicates some of the calculations and
assumptions used in its development. Although many of the technical have been corrected, there are
overall issues that are beyond the scope of the model review and listed below.

7.1

Overall Model Issues

Autonomy
-There is no option to phase in autonomy. It gets turned on one year, and then all the capital gets added
which is not representative of how a deployment would roll out. Most operations will run a split fleet between
manned and autonomous hauling.
-The autonomy benefits are limited, for example labour reduces by the number of shift (shifts decrease due
to increased time usage) however there is no reduction in the number of labourers per shift.
Trolley Assist
-When trolley assist is added to one segment, the model applies the slower speeds from trolley to all
segments and does not accurately portray the different speeds if the grade changes.
Emissions Calculations
-The emissions do not take the effective grade into account; grade is only considered in the truck speed
curves.
Hydrotransport
-There continues to be an error in hydrotransport calculations within the HOHS Config tabs that needs to
be corrected.
General
-Limited functionality, therefore scenarios such as wetcrushing or autonomous trolley can not be
considered.
-Limited number of scenarios that can be considered as only 4 different truck types can be compared within
one model.
-Pre-populated cells need to be reviewed by users and validated by user or the GHG working group,
specifically trolley, railveyor and autonomous inputs.

7.2

Trouble Shooting

Due to the many different macros and input areas of the model, it is common to experience bugs. The
following two issues do not get identified by the model:

HOHS Config Tabs
The model allows the user to manipulate the redundancies within the system for each component.
However, only 4 units per component can be handled by the system. The user must review each
component selected to ensure they have not exceeded 4 units.
Mobile Equipment Selection
Within Mine_Config, the user has the option to define the equipment to be used in the model. For trucks,
4 different options can be considered (C71 – C74). Any scenario considered within the model can only be
based on these 4 trucks selected here. This becomes an issue when comparing trolley and AHS, as the
truck must be selected in Mine Config before it can be used in the scenario.
Bug identifier
Each input sheet has a cell in the top left-hand corner (B4) that identifies when an entry is creating a error
in the model. A user can track this cell to identify when an input is going to cause an error to help
troubleshoot.

7.3

Named Objects

There are many named objects used within formulas in the model. To find out what these names refer to,
go to Formulas and select Name Manager and search the list that appears. If the highlighted item is
double clicked, then it will go to the worksheet where the named data is located.

7.4

Formula Auditing

To find out what calculation is using a value, go to Formulas > Trace Dependents. Arrows will
guide you to any calculations on the active sheet using that value. It also may be used in other
sheets, highlighted by the small spreadsheet icon. Double click on the dashed line, and the Go
To box will appear and show the worksheet and cell location of the formula.

7.5

Common Excel Functions in the Model

The following are commonly seen in the model that pulls date from the beige tabbed worksheet using these
match and index function. Understanding these two functions makes it easier to track where data and
being pulled from.
Match function – returns the position of the matched value within the lookup _array, not the value itself.
Syntax: Match (lookup_value, lookup_array,0)
Index function - Returns the value of an element in a table or an array, selected by the row and column
number indexes.
Syntax: Index (array, row_num, [column_num])
In the model, it is common to see the Index Match combination.

7.6

Simplified HOHS Model

Peck Tech was requested to create a simplified version of the model that allows an external user to run
comparisons between scenarios for the mining component of the HOHS Model only. This simplified version
allows a user to input details for a 25 year mine that includes tonnage, average haul distance and grade.
The user then selects a truck type and payload for a manned operation, AHS operation or a trolley assist

operation. The model outputs graphs to outline the emissions, capital and operational costs for indicative
comparison. The instructions are fully contained within the simplified model and are not duplicated in this
report.
All worksheets have been hidden to reduce the amount of information exposed to the user and are protected
with the password “Cosia2019”. The worksheets with more sensitive data have been assigned “very
hidden”. To access these sheets, go to Developer an select “Visual Basic” and the following window
appears. Select the worksheet, and under properties there is a Visible line. From the drop down select
either visible, hidden or very hidden.

7.7

Recommendations

It is recommended that a working group member test the model to a base case following the changes that
have been updated through the model review. As many of the cells have been pre-populated from the
beginning of the SRK model, it would be beneficial to retest these and ensure that the model is results are
accurate.

